
Product Name Part  
Number

Height  
Dimension  

Diameter  
Dimension  

Additional  
Dimension

Minimum  
Order  

Quantity

Switch Cover – Long CO-10001 6.65 (169) 4.5 (114.3) 2.3 (58.4)  
base port

6

Switch Cover – Short CO-10002 6.65 (169) 4.5 (114.3) 2.3 (58.4)  
base port

6

Lightning Arrester LA-13001 3.5 (90) 5.49 (139.4) 2 (50.8)  
base port

12

Lightning Arrester -  
Multi Port

LA-13002 4.75 (120.6) 5 (127) 2.3 (58.4)  
base port

12

Termination Cover TC-14001 10.59 (269) 3 (76.2) 1.5 (38.1)  
base port

12

Regulator Kit RK-11001K 12 (304.8) 6.3 (160) 2.75 (69.9)  
base port

1

Dead End Cover DE-16001 18.2 (462.3) 6.3 (160) 0.91 (23.1)  
side port

6

Bushing Cover - Small BC-15001 5.7 (114.8) 4.4 (111.8) 1.26 (32)  
base port

12

Bushing Cover -  
Medium

BC-15002 10.4 (264.2) 4.4 (111.8) 1.26 (32)  
 base port

12

REGULATOR KIT

BUSHING COVER - SMALLTERMINATION COVERSWITCH COVER - LONG 
SWITCH COVER - SHORT

DEAD END COVER BUSHING COVER -  
MEDIUM

* All Reliaguard parts are made from Reliatanium which achieves V-0 Flammability rating          

*Dimensions in inches (millimeters)           *(Regulator kit includes 2 bushings and 2 shunt covers; fits Cooper Regulators - 40 amp to 400 amp) 
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Introducing the Reliaguard Product Line
Reliaguard manufactures common equipment cover-up parts to prevent animal and bird caused outages on the powerline. Reliaguard 
parts are designed to have a superior fit for the underlying equipment to prevent gaps in coverage which can lead to an animal or bird 
caused power outage. All Reliaguard parts are made from a proprietary material known as Reliatanium. Reliatanium achieves the highest 
standard for FR with a V-0 rating.

Reliaguard recommends that all Reliaguard parts be installed with GreyEEL conductor cover to extend the protected area of coverage. 
For more information on GreyEEL and to see the EEL Slider lineman application tools visit www.Reliaguard.com.

VERTICAL LIGHTNING  
ARRESTER MULTI PORT

HORIZONTAL LIGHTNING  
ARRESTER MULTI PORT



Properties * Unit Test Method Value

Flexural Strength psi ASTM D790 5,200

Flexural Modulus psi ASTM D790 297,500

Tensile Strength @ break psi ASTM D638 2,000

Tensile Strength @ yield psi ASTM D638 2,900

Flammability psi UL-94 V-0

UV Stability hrs. ASTM D4329 1,000

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Reliatanium™ is a proprietary thermoplastic structure developed by 
Reliaguard® Inc. The material is constructed specifically for the high voltage 
power-line grid to address concerns in the animal mitigation arena.

The key components of this product revolve around addressing the  
IEEE-1656 standard. The products address such concerns as UV stability  
and Flame Retardancy and also has been tested to a 38 kV rating.

*All tests were conducted in accordance to specified test methods. Reliaguard assumes no liability whatsoever in respect 

of application, processing, or use made of the aforementioned information or product, or for any infringement of the rights 

owned or controlled by a third party in intellectual, industrial, or other property by reason of the application, processing or 

use of the aforementioned information or product by the buyer. Data presented above represent typical properties and are 

in no way to be construed as guaranteed properties or specifications. 
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